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Before we get started, let’s look at some drug-induced handwriting samples.
What stands out to you?

If we cannot control a pen when we are drinking, how can we control a vehicle?

1. Compressed tips on upper and lower loop formations
Sample (A) below contains pointed loops in the ‘l’ and ‘d’ letters rather than compressed loops. This is very
common in moderate addiction.

In figure (B) below you will see that the writing contains the actual compressed loop tips – notice the ‘l’ in
“functional” and, in figure (C) below you will see the very clear compression in both ‘l’s’ in “call”.

(B)

(C)

2. Poor rhythm
Poor rhythm is anything inconsistent – baseline, spacing, slant, size, zones, etc. In the figure below the
first 2 lines are evenly spaced but in the third line there is a considerably shorter distance between words;
letter size and slant also vary throughout the writing. This sample is in the severely progressed state of
addiction.

In the sample below you will see erratic slants in addition to variation in the ability to control the formation of
letters. For example, the 3 ‘M’ formations at the beginnings of the second, third and fourth lines are very
different. This sample is in the severely progressed state of addiction.

The sample one below shows the erratic baseline, word spacing and letter sizing.

3. Variable depth
The sample above and below shows how the depth decreases in line #3 - especially after the ‘s’ in
‘responsible”. This was written just after the person had gotten “high”. This sample is in the severely
progressed state of addiction.

This sample shows how the depth decreases in the upper and lower loops. This was written just after the
person had gotten “high”. This sample is in the severely progressed state of addiction.

4. Corrugated / tremor-like or angular strokes
This sample is tremor-like and these, along with angularity, are usually seen in the writing of a person who is in
a very progressed stage of addiction. The smooth flow of the rounded formations is interrupted often (look at
the upper loop of the capital “I”, the ‘h’ in “have” and the ‘f’ in “fear”. There are several angular strokes at the
bottom of the ‘e’ in “have”, the ‘r’ in “fear” and the ‘w’ of “how”. Keep in mind that often this is found in the
handwriting of the elderly and, though it is fairly rare, it is something to keep in mind. Therefore, remember not
to jump to conclusions – be sure to find consistencies.
This type of writing ‘symptoms’ are usually seen in the writings of people who, if they are chemically
dependent, are in the advanced stages of the addiction. Physical symptoms in the person’s demeanor and
health are most likely evident as well.

The sample (A) below demonstrates further the angular stroke. You will see it in the ‘M’ in “my” and the ‘n’ in
“ambition”. There is also a clear indication of tremulousness in the connection between the ‘b’ and ‘i’ in
“ambition”.

In the sample (B) below, notice the flattened left side of the upper loop of the ‘f’ in “life”, the same in the ‘h’ of
“that” and the ‘l’ in “love”. Tremulousness and angularity, due to loss of fine muscle coordination, is also
evidenced here.

In the sample (C) below you can see angular stroke formations which require the frequent lifting of the writing
instrument.

In both the (B) and (C) illustrations above you will notice leftward turning finals, especially in the lower
extenders. This is not an uncommon sign of physical tension in the writing. Also notice in the one above the
compressed, narrow lettering – a further sign of tension.
In the (B) sample it shows tension in the smallness of the height in the middle zone (vowel and vowelequivalent) letters.

5. Patching
As you can see in all of the illustrations below, patching can be entirely deleting strokes or retracing portions of
strokes. Patching seems to appear in about 50% of all the writings of adult addicts and in about 75% of
adolescent addicts.

________________________________________________________________

6. “Pop up” strokes
This symptom appears to occur as a result of inhibited muscle coordination but it is not sustained for long
periods of time. Every now and then a letter will be out of proportion to those surrounding it. Otherwise rhythm
may be fairly consistent. “Pop-up” letters are found from progressive stages of addiction well into recovery
stages.

Notice the ‘s’ in “story” below. Notice its size in relationship to the other two ‘s’s’ in that same sample. The
“pop=up” stroke is quite a bit larger in all dimensions than the others though you will see that it is quite
consistent with the basic characteristics of the others in that sample.

Look at the sample below – the “pop-up” stroke here is in the last ‘e’ in the first word of the second line. The
other ‘e’ formations in that sample are of a different size, as are the other middle zone letters in this sample.

7. Missing letters
The phenomenon of finding missing letters in words may not seem all the unusual or peculiar. You may have
seen writings like that before. You may have regarded them as cases of stress or of the writer being in a hurry.
While it is true that writers who skip letters are likely to be under stress, it is also a good idea for the analyst to
strongly explore the possibility of substance abuse. The reason is this: writers who have substance abuse and

/ or dependency problems are likely to be under a great deal of physical and psychological stress. I have found
that sometimes a letter will be omitted from a word, or, in an effort to keep up appearances, will be added in
later. It is not a case of that happening once on a page – there must be a trend seen through the writing in
order to show sufficient cause to become suspicious.

8. Lowercase g and y tails
Note the right side of the tails of both ‘g’ and ‘y’. Since the lower zone of writing represents our physical body
and all drugs or alcohol affects our physical body both inside (i.e.: UA, BA, etc.) and outside (i.e.: walking,
driving, etc.) it makes sense that we will see it in this part of our writing. Look at the samples below – note that
the part we are looking at is significantly thicker than the rest of the entire letter. This is most common in
“functioning” addicts and that is why it is easy to miss.

Of course, since it is a downstroke, it will always be heavier pressure, but the key is “significantly thicker”. Look
at the comparisons below…

9. Fluctuation in middle zone letters
You know that all drugs or alcohol that is ingested affects our “Central Nervous System (CNS)” and, since the
middle zone of our writing represents the CNS in our body, then it makes sense how it will reveal itself in that
area of our writing. Note the fluctuations of the vowels within this sample.

You can usually see it visually but, if you are unsure, you can use a 6” mm ruler and measure the top – bottom
and side – side of the vowels as shown below.

If someone is not using drugs or excessive alcohol, then these vowels should be within 1 mm of each other in
size (in both directions). Therefore, if one ‘a’ is 4mm then the other vowels (i.e.: o and e) should all be 3 mm –
5 mm in size. More or less than 1 mm is where the potentials arise.

10. Pressure
Illegal drugs tend to increase pressure of the writing (looks heavier on copies or faxes) while alcohol tend to
decrease pressure of the writing (looks lighter on copies or faxes). Of course this is not 100% of the time but it
is a very high correlation.
(no visuals on this since it is such a significant variance; pressure is best felt from the backside of the
document. If it feels inconsistent or like Braille, or if you can’t feel any at all, there is a problem. )

IMPORTANT NOTE:
By using all of the above keep in mind that the more of these that you notice consistently the more pronounced
the probability of drugs or alcohol use and / or abuse.
The items above can include other indicators such as strange pressure in random areas, rigid strokes, irregular
i-dots, irregular connections and compressed or narrow letters. Also be aware of attempts to control writing
despite mistakes, tendency to sag / swing on the baseline, downward baseline, punctuation errors, misplaced
t-bars and i-dots, coordination difficulty and a laid down PPI.

YOU BE THE ANALYST…
Which items reveal the drug use on the following samples?

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

ANSWERS
I’ve also included some other info for your learning pleasure

1 – nope (learned to write in Europe)
2 – nope (he is moody and a rule-breaker!)
3 – nope (is a very fast thinker!)
4 – nope (but is bipolar)
5 – yes (this is the handwriting of Charles Manson)
6 – yes (wrote upon entrance to detox facility)
7 – yes (wrote upon entrance to detox facility)
8 – yes (this is a teenager)

